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LAST SON OF KRYPTON
VS. BAT OF GOTHAM

Remember school, when crowds of school kids gathered chanting
“Fiiiiiiiiiiiiiight!”? You might think you’re above that sorta thing, but
turns out we just adore seeing two people – usually male - having
a scrap. As a result, audiences love movies where people kick the
crap out of one another. And why the hell not.
As a result, there’s a veritable STACK of movies with “versus” in
the concept, from giant robots versus giant monsters in PACIFIC
RIM; cowboys versus aliens; *the* Alien versus Predator; even
Cockneys versus Zombies (???), plus a stack more besides.
So really, it shouldn’t surprise us that some of our most iconic
superheroes are now in a showdown!
The latest: Batman V Superman, two inherently *good* guys who
get somehow shoe-horned into a story where put bluntly, two buff
blokes beat on each other, complete with cool gadgets and a giant
monster at the end. Oh, and Wonder Woman.
YEEEEEAH!!!
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WHAT THIS EBOOK IS
This eBook is purely my UNOFFICIAL, subjective take on
BATMAN V SUPERMAN: DAWN OF JUSTICE. Put simply, It will
detail my response – both personal and script editing-wise - to the
story I perceived.
In addition, my thoughts are also drawn from talks with
screenwriter friends (including those who have worked in the US
movie studio system); my “Bang2writers” on social media
(including what I call the “nerdswarm” who want to tell me how
wrong I am!); not to mention discussion with my superhero-mad
teenage son Alfie (who has dragged me to EVERY SINGLE
superhero film ever, plus taken me through the history of Marvel
and DC at the dinner table for the best part of two decades).
In other words, this book is just what I would do if Zack Snyder had
ever asked me to work with him – and frankly, it would be
awesome if he did one day. Though I’d settle for a night with Ben
Affleck, though he must bring the bat suit (what??).

WHAT THIS EBOOK IS NOT
So, for avoidance of doubt, here is what this eBook is NOT:
• A look at the portrayal of the story within the “canon” or
storyworld or whatever you want to call it. I am not a DC,
Batman, Superman or any other superhero character expert.
I simply don’t care that much about any of them. They’re fun
characters, but that’s as far as my investment goes.
• A look into fan response and whether the “backlash” against
Snyder and Co is justified. I don’t know whether it’s justified.
Because I don’t care. See above.
• A look at representation in the movie of men, women or
indeed anything much else. Whilst this is a subject that
interests B2W and I’ve written many articles about it at
www.bang2write.com, as far as I am concerned, all modern
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superhero movies are essentially THE SAME at foundation
level, kinda like this:
“(White) bloke (sometimes a woman) becomes exceptional
*for some reason* and saves the world from some terrible
peril. THE END”.
As far as I am concerned, superhero stories are ultimately
wish fulfillment stories, like most tales of revenge and
vigilantism. We wish *we* could take on the bad guys and
right the wrongs we perceive in the world. We also wish to do
it scot-free, like superheroes do. In addition, every culture
has tales of angels and demons who SWOOP IN and correct
things, or throw them into disarray. This is UNIVERSAL.
• A look at audience and whether the money generated by this
movie is indicative of audiences being “dumb” or filmmakers
giving us any old shit and simply ripping everyone off. B2W
has posited many times that if writers and filmmakers have
something “worth” selling (whatever that means), then
people will BUY it. Nothing more, nothing less.
So, here’s my response to BATMAN V SUPERMAN and what I’d
do if I got my hands on a property like it. Enjoy!!
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ASSESSING BATMAN
V SUPERMAN
As any Bang2writer knows, B2W is all about script reading. Script
reading is about ASSESSMENT. A script reader will be asked to
read a screenplay and decide, ultimately, two things:
• What is WORKING
• What NEEDS WORK
I did something similar when thinking about BATMAN V
SUPERMAN and my response to the MOVIE. I do this with all
movies I watch and frequently find elements I might have wanted
to change, especially if I go back and read the screenplay
retrospectively.
That said, just because we feel strongly a fix is “obvious” and could
work, it’s important to note we are not privy to the development
process. It’s impossible to know whether these “fixes” could
actually work, never mind whether those ideas were floated by
Snyder and Co ... After all, what’s the likelihood of an “obvious” fix
NOT coming up when a movie is typically 3-5 years in the
making??
What’s more, look at the TALENT here, in this particular movie.
Whether you like Snyder’s work or not, there is no denying his
actual filmmaking chops. Christopher Nolan is a producer on
BATMAN V SUPERMAN (not to mention MAN OF STEEL) and
feted for his Dark Knight trilogy. Ben Affleck is an Oscar Winning
writer and filmmaker in his own right, too. Lastly, let’s not forget
David S. Goyer is the don of comic book screenwriters, with a
career spanning two decades not only in Batman and Superman
incarnations, but other characters like Blade and The Crow.
In other words, deride BATMAN V SUPERMAN all you like if you
didn’t enjoy it, or you think it doesn’t work, but don’t tell *me* these
guys CAN’T make films. They can, they have and they’ve sold to
millions globally. There’s definitely something for wannabe
screenwriters to learn here in BATMAN V SUPERMAN: DAWN OF
JUSTICE.
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WHAT’S WORKING
So, as already mentioned, I have nothing particular invested in
BATMAN V SUPERMAN: DAWN OF JUSTICE. If anything, I was
expecting *not* to enjoy it, if I’m honest. I was surprised to find the
opposite was true. Here is what I enjoyed about the movie (note:
not the screenplay):
Batman: Origins. I will admit that as BATMAN
V
SUPERMAN began, I did groan when the Batman Origins of
Bruce Wayne’s murdered parents began. I feel like I’ve seen
Bruce’s pain a gazillion times and shockingly, I’ve become
bored of the child Bruce’s trauma. Yet, for me, the sight of the
pearls breaking and bouncing on the ground is truly breathtaking and the sight of them, falling down the drain, along with
Bruce’s hopes and dreams is just fantastic. Loved it. Despite
disliking Nolan’s Dark Knight trilogy overall, I’d been
impressed with Nolan’s portrayal of the Bat myth, with his
father’s voice overlaid (“Why do we fall, Bruce?”), so didn’t
think Team BvS could better it. Yet Team BvS does as far as
I’m concerned – and in spades.
Scary Batman. Believe it or not, my favourite incarnation of
Batman is Lego Batman. His song in THE LEGO MOVIE is
not only hilarious, it gets to the heart of the matter of this
character for me:
“DARKNESS ... NO PARENTS ... SUPER RICH ... KINDA MAKES IT
BETTER!!!!”

There was lots of shade thrown online at the thought of
casting Ben Affleck as Batman. He has a troubled history
with superheroes thanks to the terrible DAREDEVIL movie,
plus he’d worked hard to reframe himself as a *serious*
filmmaker with the likes of the Oscar-winning ARGO and
THE TOWN. Now he wants to be Batman?? WTAF. But I felt
sure he’d make an excellent Batman and I wasn’t
disappointed. This Batman is darker and less of the
billionaire playboy stereotype. What’s more, he actually kills
people. Apparently this makes him a BAD Batman according
to fans, but I loved the sequence in which the police are
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confronted with Batman in the corner, when he’s freed the
trafficked women downstairs. I loved even MORE the women
were like, “Fuck that! We’re staying in here!!” I don’t think I’d
go with Batman, even if he HAD freed me from a cage. Can
you imagine??? YIKES! And that’s what was cool ... We’ve
been told to FEAR Batman, yet consistently Batman has not
been scary as far as I’m concerned ... Yes, even Nolan’s
Batman. But here, finally, is a SCARY BATMAN. Yay!!!
Beautiful Lie. Unlike Nolan’s Bat Myth that (I assumed) was a
real occurrence, Team BvS’s version seems to me to be a
mixture of both. This set up seeds a thread that runs through
the whole movie, juxtaposing both Batman and Superman’s
own issues with their personal alter egos. Bruce Wayne talks
about the “dream delivering him to a beautiful lie” – I assume,
the notion of avenging his parents, just like Superman talks
later about Superman being a “dream from a father in
Kansas”. This is then echoed again when Batman is about to
kill Superman, when Batman talks about how Superman was
probably told how special he was by his own parents, yet the
pointless waste of Batman’s parents’ lives is what taught him
what life was really about. As Batman: Origins focuses instead
on the mother, the father’s dying word being his wife’s name
... Which brings in the payoff that creates the truce between
Batman and Superman at the end. It’s so beautifully simple
and effective, providing Batman with the reality check he
needs at the critical moment. Definite thumbs up from B2W.
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ü What is God? There are multiple ideas and themes of what
God means throughout BATMAN V SUPERMAN, none of
which are truly answered. The sight of Superman above the
flooded houses, or bringing a girl down from a burning
building to people dressed in Day of the Dead masks, for me
really evoked what Superman is supposed to *be*. The
discussion of the – real life! - bloggers and commentators
then about the actions of Superman, who he is and whether
his every act is political, was really strong. I love the notion
that such philosophical questions were being asked of such
an iconic figure and that BATMAN V SUPERMAN may be
the catalyst for some of our young thinkers of the future. How
subversive!

ü Being a hero versus being a criminal. Thoughout the
movie, both Superman and Batman discuss with their
facilitators what being a hero, versus being a criminal means.
All the secondary characters – Lois Lane, Senator Finch,
Superman’s parents, Alfred – constantly remind our heroes
there is a thin line between the two. Superman wants to be a
hero, but he has become blind (“I’m afraid I didn’t see it”); the
jaded Batman is certain he has always been a criminal and
must kill Superman if he ever wants to be a true hero. It’s this
that fuels his thoughts on his “legacy” when he’s standing in
the ruined Wayne Manor and making a bombastic speech
about his ancestors being hunters.
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Another strong moment for me is when Clark goes soul
searching after the Capitol Hill tragedy and finds his father at
the top of the mountain. Unlike Bruce Wayne’s “Beautiful Lie”
dream, it’s not apparent if this is really a dream, or perhaps
Heaven, or maybe just in Clark’s mind. It doesn’t matter. In
the vision, Clark’s father reminisces about saving his own
father’s farm from a flood, but sending the water upstream
and flooding the next farm upriver instead: “As I was eating
my hero cake, their horses were drowning.” So understated,
this moment sent a shiver down my spine. Again, it was the
simplicity that worked for me.

Wonder Woman. It’s a shame BATMAN V SUPERMAN is
so scary in terms of Doomsday, because Wonder Woman is
a total badass, which little girls are sure to love. Whether
she’s shooting Bruce Wayne down in flames as he tries to
mansplain her, or literally kicking the shit out of a giant
monster, she’s completely unflappable, without being a total
ice maiden. I’m now really looking forward to the Wonder
Woman movie!
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ü The Meta Humans. Part of a movie like BATMAN V
SUPERMAN: DAWN OF JUSTICE is setting up the
franchise, so we need introducing to the likes of Aquaman
and The Flash. Obviously we may have seen pictures, or
even watched The Flash TV series, but there’s a strong
chance we may not too (I haven’t, for example), but we need
some exposition in *this* movie, to know how Batman is
going to set up The Justice League. The files Bruce Wayne
opens then from Lex Luthor’s computer is fabulously simple
and very short – he basically opens videos of Wonder
Woman and the rest of the Meta Humans (later we’ll return to
that photo of Wonder Woman as Bruce realises she’s *more*
than she appears to be). It’s all we need and works really
well. Far better than HEARING about them via dialogue, or
even worse, seeing written copy on screen. Bleugh!
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ü “If Man won’t kill God, the devil will do it!” Thoughts on
what a God is and what a tyrant is, run throughout BATMAN
V SUPERMAN: DAWN OF JUSTICE. Lex Luthor is the
primary giver of these themes and ideas, talking of his
father’s troubled childhood in East Germany, not to mention
references to Prometheus and Greek myth. Some reviewers
have wondered what Luthor has against Batman, but to me,
the answer is clear: NOTHING. Batman is a pawn, nothing
more, nothing less. Lex is using Batman and manipulating
him for his own ends; he fears Superman because he has
greater power than Lex Luthor himself. In Luthor’s world, HE
is Superman, yet Kal-El is a flesh and blood reminder Luthor
is just a man. Luthor believes himself a visionary – hence his
belief Zod “flew too close to the sun” and his delight at being
allowed to command the Kryptonian ship. In fact, his childlike
wonder is in evidence throughout the whole movie: we meet
him on the basketball court, playing ball like a teenager. He
forces a sweet into the politician’s mouth (“It’s cherry!!”); he
tells his assistant to make sure “no one takes his seat!”; he
even has his arms in the air as he’s floated into the
Kryptonian ship like a little kid or dog might stick their head
into the wind out of a car window. In short, Lex Luthor is a
manchild, willful and demanding, wanting it all his way or the
high way. Some fans thought he was a poor choice, but I
thought Jesse Eisenberg’s performance was one of the high
points of BATMAN V SUPERMAN.
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WHAT NEEDS WORK
So, when ASSESSING the movie, there are things I
inevitably didn’t like about it too, though that doesn’t mean it
necessarily *needs more development*. It’s important to
remember that what we PREFER is not necessarily what’s
RIGHT for the story.
However, based on my training and work as a script editor,
plus my own response, others’ I respect and some of the
(less insane) critique I’ve read on the internet, here’s what I
felt needed work in BATMAN V SUPERMAN:
Length. At 151 minutes, I think the movie is unjustifiably
long. This is not only because I was dying for a pee halfway
through it both times I watched it, but because the middle
really sags. As a “structuralist” this really bothered me,
because the storytelling felt unwieldy and seemed to go off
at tangents. I didn’t think it needed to do this, because the
concept BY ITSELF – Batman versus Superman, people!!! –
was so strong. On top of that, Team BvS showed it had the
chops to bring up really simple, powerful storytelling
solutions (such as the “Martha” payoff) so why undermine
that with convoluted chunks like Batman’s apocalyptic vision,
or threads like the African desert compound?
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Vision Overkill. This leads me on to my next point. Now, it
admittedly does view better SECOND time you watch it, but
the first time I saw Bruce Wayne’s apocalyptic vision, I
genuinely thought the cinema had forgotten a reel in the
version I was watching and there was a piece of the story
missing. Then I remembered I’m old now and there ARE NO
REELS and we were watching a DIGITAL print. So, in other
words, it felt to me like it JUMPS straight from Bruce Wayne
in the batcave to this vision with virtually no “anchor” for the
audience. Now, that by itself is not too problematic:
sometimes putting the audience on the backfoot is a good
thing and can be dramatically satisfying. The problem then
for the apocalyptic vision is that it’s NOTHING BUT
backfooting the audience. I got nothing from that sequence
but questions, ie. What the hell is going on??? As a result,
that sequence goes on far too long and all the cool fighting
and Superman going ballistic and ripping out Bruce Wayne’s
heart is no substitute for my desire to know WTF is going on
and WHY I am watching this sequence. I didn’t even know
where it had come from (apparently Wonder Woman “gives”
Batman the vision, but I got this from a fan forum, so who
knows if that’s actually true).
In addition, Batman’s vision of apocalypse and Psycho
Superman, leads into ANOTHER vision, this time of The
Flash (which may or may not be real, apparently). The Flash
tells Batman “it’s Lois Lane” and that Bruce has “always
been right about him”, then he says, somewhat ironically,
“Am I too soon??” before imploring Bruce to find them
(presumably the Meta Humans).
Now, even allowing for the fact this is presumably for THE
FANS, this sequence just didn’t work for me. I always believe
adaptation should be ACCESSIBLE for both people familiar
with the source material AND those who are not. For me, as
a non fan, accessibility in these sequences was zero.
In addition, the section with The Flash seemed completely
redundant, because we see him in the Meta Human files
Bruce steals anyway. So why bother?
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The African Incident. It seems to me Lex Luthor basically
sets Superman up to rescue Lois Lane and put Lois Lane on
the path to discovering Lex Luthor *knows she knows* who
Superman is. In addition, it apparently makes Superman look
“guilty” and lead to Senator Finch calling Superman to
Capitol Hill. However, Wallace is the key witness at Capital
Hill and his injuries come from Wayne Tower going down in
the General Zod attacks. So why bother with the African
stuff? We could have had Capitol Hill instead, in its place
arguably. It feels like the African incident was there solely to
justify Lois Lane’s part and also introduce Scary Russian
Dude, whom I’m not even sure we needed anyway (beyond
being one of Luthor’s henchmen, anyway). More, next.
The White Portuguese. Batman goes after Superman
following Lex Luthor’s frankly convoluted and barely
connected plot via The African Incident. It’s set up as a
mystery but it’s all very blink-and-you’ll-miss-it and I didn’t
really care or buy into it, anyway. All I could think of was, why
doesn’t Batman target The Daily Planet and/or Lois Lane?
By Batman’s own admission, The Daily Planet are Superman
sympathisers, so he must’ve read about Lois Lane and
figured she might know at least something about Superman.
Yet Bruce Wayne is completely disinterested in The Daily
Planet and doesn’t seem to even know Lane exists, which I
thought was odd. This could have all been MUCH simpler:
Batman forces Clark Kent to reveal himself as Superman
when he kidnaps (or attempts to kidnap) Lois Lane. Of
course, we wouldn’t like him for that, but they sold us
Batman BRANDING criminals, why the hell couldn’t they sell
us Batman kidnapping Lois Lane as a means to an end?
Lois Lane is in danger ... PSYCHE! It’s Your Mom. There’s a
lot of repetition in this movie around the dialogue “She was
my world”. We’re meant to think this means Lois Lane and of
course Lex Luthor DOES push Lois off the helipad, but
Superman rescues her (as always). Then to Superman’s
horror, he discovers Lois Lane was just a distraction: Lex
Luthor will kill Superman’s mother if he doesn’t kill Batman.
Now I really liked that reversal BUT it felt to me like they
overplayed their hand with the dialogue, so it became rather
muddy, especially with reference to the vision of the Flash
and his repetition “It’s Lois Lane!!!!” after Psycho Superman
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says “She was my world!” in Bruce Wayne’s vision.
Apparently this is a reference to Lois Lane getting killed in
the future somewhere else in the franchise (??) but even so,
it all gets a bit weird and again, inaccessible to non fans.
Lois Lane herself. OMG what a wimp. She’s basically there
to facilitate Superman’s emotions, fill in some exposition (“It’s
his mother’s name!!!”) and get rescued at the beginning, in
Africa – and then at the end, at the docks. Now, Lois has
always got on my tits, but I REALLY thought she was going
to redeem herself in this movie when she picked up the
Krypton spear. Obviously that was the only thing that could
kill Doomsday – even a non-Superman fan like me knows
that – but then the silly cow throws it into the water!!! But
okay, fine, she doesn’t know, but then she gets herself
drowned trying to retrieve it and Superman even has to
rescue her in the middle of saving the world!!!
SERIOUSLY?? However, my hopes were lifted AGAIN,
when Superman retrieves her, then the spear and passes
out. I really, honest to God thought, Lois was going to grab
the spear off him and run screaming into battle with Batman
and Wonder Woman. I had visions of her stabbing
Doomsday in the ankle, Achilles-style, and bringing the
monster down. HOW COOL WOULD THAT BE?? Grrrrr.
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SO, WHAT
WOULD B2W DO?

So, if script reading is about assessment, then script editing is
about DEVELOPMENT. In other words, if there are things I would
want to change about a movie, these are the ideas I have to for
doing so.
NOTE: none of them are the “right” thing to do. They are just ideas
... Nothing more, nothing less. Ready?? Let’s go.
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RE-STRUCTURING BATMAN
V SUPERMAN: DAWN OF JUSTICE
There are multiple ways to view structure, but here’s how *I* do:

In my version of BATMAN V SUPERMAN, there are not dual
protagonists. In my version, Batman is our protagonist, but
crucially he is an ANTI HERO, almost antagonist-like in his pursuit
for justice. After twenty years in Gotham going after criminals, he is
little more than the men he despises (a theme already in the
current BATMAN V SUPERMAN).
Because Batman is our SOLE protagonist then, in my version, **at
first**, we ONLY see Superman via Batman’s POV – in short, as
outlined by the pictogram above, SUPERMAN IS THE PROBLEM.
This means we need to get rid of the following:
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

The African Incident
Scary Russian Dude
Lois Lane’s investigation
Batman’s Apocalyptic Vision
The Flash, “Am I too soon?”
Batman’s investigation, “The White Portuguese”
“She was my world

Remember, I loved the other stuff with Luthor, What is a Hero or
God, The Mom Reversal, etc ... So, next: how I would restructure
the remainder.
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FLIGHT VERSUS FIGHT
Like most superhero stories (and blockbuster movies), BATMAN V
SUPERMAN: DAWN OF JUSTICE is a Thriller. In my book,
Writing & Selling Thriller Screenplays, I talk about what I call the
dramatic context of a Thriller Screenplay, which I believe looks
something like this, when applied to my vision of structure:

Put simply, in a thriller movie, for the first half (or even two thirds)
the protagonist does not want to engage with the antagonist.
That means, for the second half (or final third), it’s a big scrap.
What better than this set up for a “versus” movie about two
superheroes having a big fight???
Now, BATMAN V SUPERMAN **does** essentially do the above
... It’s all the added EXTRAS (like Batman’s vision etc that I would
take out) that take it off course in my opinion. This is also because
Batman and Superman are dual protagonists.
Now, to keep it current, I’ve flipped it and made Batman an ANTI
HERO. This means, though Superman is the PROBLEM (and
thus, technically the antagonist), he does not want to engage with
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Bruce Wayne in the first half of my version of BATMAN V
SUPERMAN. Batman is angry about Wayne Tower and wants to
destroy Superman, but Superman doesn’t know Bruce Wayne is
Batman. Unused to not being adored, Superman tries to make
peace with Batman, only to be rejected.
Crucially, this means in my version? Their first fight, when
Superman warns Batman off (“When they shine your light, don’t go
to it”) is at PLOT POINT ONE. This then leads to Senator Finch’s
address at Capitol Hill where Lex conspires with Wallace to blow
everyone up and make Superman look guilty.
Now Bruce Wayne is uber-pissed, plus he is still trying to find out
WHO Superman is. Lex Luthor of course knows Lois Lane knows
who Superman is, so he invites both Bruce Wayne AND Lois Lane
to his books party. So, rather than meeting Clark Kent at the books
party, Bruce Wayne meets Lois ... And Wonder Woman.
Wonder Woman is looking for Superman too, but sadly for Bruce
he gets sidetracked by her and misses out on a clue from Lois
Lane over Superman’s true identity, only connecting the dots
LATER. However it’s this clue – I don’t know what it is by the way,
I’m spitballing here, you’re the writer, you come up with it! :P – that
prompts Batman to try and kidnap Lois Lane at THE MID POINT.
This is where THINGS GET WORSE of course: things don’t go as
planned for Batman and Superman ends up rescuing Lois Lane
from his clutches. This is their SECOND FIGHT and catapults us
into the SECOND HALF of the story.
Between the midpoint and PLOT POINT 2 then, we proceed pretty
much as we do in the current version of the movie: Batman does
his big “training to fight” montage and Superman does some
reflecting on WTF is going on. Lex Luthor too takes control of
Zod’s ship and starts growing Doomsday.
In my version, it’s Lois Lane who works out the Batman is Bruce
Wayne and she tries to call him off Kal-El. When he rejects her,
she gets grabbed off the street with Clark’s mother. The two
women are separated and Lex Luthor throws Lois off the helipad,
but Superman rescues her. It’s then she breaks the news his
mother was the true target.
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CUE Lex manipulating the two icons to fight and it proceeding as
is, with the Martha pay off ... So Batman saves Martha and back
on the Kryptonian ship, Lex lets loose Doomsday.
As per the current movie, Batman, Superman and Wonder Woman
end up battling the monster ‘cos YEAH! But instead of Lois Lane
being a total sap, SHE retrieves the Kryptonian spear.
Lois Lane throws it to Superman, who tries to kill Doomsday with it
but gets skewered himself. Meanwhile, Doomsday has cornered
Batman and Wonder Woman, looks like it’s GAME OVER.
This is when Lois picks up the fallen spear and runs over to the
monster and drives it into his ankle.
Superman is dead, but the world is saved. And Superman’s not
dead (REALLY) and Batman decides to set up The Justice
League. W0000T!

What do you think works and what needs more
development in the movies you watch? What would you
do instead, if you were script editor? This can help your
own screenwriting ... Give it a go!
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